MEDS’ NurseLogic voice-assisted tutorial with Q&A program will teach students reasoning and problem solving skills using MEDS TQLogic®.

EASY STEPS TO INTEGRATION

1. Assign Critical Reading, Strategy Techniques, and Nursing Guidelines and More modules during the first 3 weeks of the semester for level 1 students.
3. Assign Mastering Alternate Item Formats module for graduating seniors.
4. Assign exams in Assessment Mode and check results in TrackerPlus Online Management System to ensure students completed assignments and understand concepts.

MEDS NURSELOGIC SERIES INCLUDES 5 MODULES TOTALING 12 HOURS OF LEARNING

TOPIC OUTLINE

MODULE 1: CRITICAL READING
3 hours of learning
- Comprehension - The First Step of MEDS Test Question Logic (TQLogic®)
- Comprehension of a Test Question:
  Case Scenario
  Stem
- Identifying Critical Elements of a Test Question:
  Key Words
  Client
  Issue
  Type of Stem
- Narrowing Options
- Identifying Distractors
- 25 Q&A Exam

MODULE 2: STRATEGY TECHNIQUES
2 hours of learning
- Analysis - The Second Step of MEDS Test Question Logic (TQLogic®)
- Global Response
- Similar Distractors
- Similar Words
- Absolute Words
- Eliminating Distractors
- 25 Q&A Exam

MODULE 3: NURSING GUIDELINES & MORE
3 hours of learning
- Application - The Third Step of MEDS Test Question Logic (TQLogic®)
- Maslow’s Hierarchy
- Communication Theory
- Nursing Process
- Teaching/Learning Theory
- Five Phases of the Nursing Process
- 25 Q&A Exam

MODULE 4: PRIORITIZING QUESTIONS & MORE
2 hours of learning
- NCLEX Exam Success - The Fourth Step of MEDS’ Test Question Logic (TQLogic®)
- The Client At-Risk
- When to Call the Doctor
- Disaster Planning
- Multifactorial Questions
- NCLEX Exam Review Tips
- 20 Q&A Exam

MODULE 5: MASTERING ALTERNATE ITEM FORMATS
2 hours of learning
- Multiple Response Questions
- Hot Spot Questions
- Charts, Tables, & Graphic Image Questions
- Fill-in-the-Blank Questions
- 5 Q&A Exam